ABSTRACT Tracing and profiling low-level kernel functions (e.g. as found in the process scheduler) is a challenging task, though, necessary in both research and production in order to acquire detailed insights and achieve peak performance. Several kernel functions are known to be not traceable because of architectural limitations, whereas tracking other functions causes side effects and skews profiling results.
INTRODUCTION
Analyzing the execution behavior of an operating system (OS) kernel is a challenging task for three main reasons: First, the OS forms the basis for most software including program monitoring software (e.g., debuggers, tracers) that itself heavily depends on basic OS functions. This already rules out the most common ways to analyze software. Second, most OS functions have a very short run time as they are optimized to be extremely fast and to introduce as little Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. overhead as possible. This is of utmost importance, especially if they are called frequently. Both distinct shortness and high call frequencies make it hard to observe those functions. Third, many OS operations are real-time sensitive. For instance, adding tracing routines to interrupt handlers significantly prolongs their execution which may affect the whole system behavior by changing the timing and order of processing and aggravating resource contentions. In the worst case, the effects to be analyzed change or even disappear when attempting to study them.
The process scheduler of an OS is a prominent example for a subsystem that is hard to examine by conventional means. It is highly optimized, called very frequently, and relies on regular timer interrupts. With the growing complexity of modern architectures, the process scheduler and its design become more and more important in order to leverage the full hardware potential. Because of the breakdown of Dennard scaling around the year 2005, major performance improvements are no longer achieved by higher clock rates, but by an increasing number of cores per CPU and more sophisticated CPU architectures. Therefore, the process scheduler is a highly relevant field of current research. With increasing scheduler complexity (caused by, for example, heterogeneous multi-core architectures such as ARM's big.LITTLE systems), we expect the need for effective kernel tracing and profiling tools rather to grow than to decline.
Set against this background, the contribution of this work is threefold: First, we present a simulation-based approach to system tracing and profiling that is particularly applicable to the OS kernel and other low-level system software. Being non-invasive it has no side effects on the behavior of the observed system resulting in pristine and unbiased quantitative measurements. Second, as a case study to show the benefits of our approach, we analyze the synchronization overhead for a hybrid scheduler design with a varying number of cores and runqueues. The measurements and their quality are then validated and compared to results obtained by conventional profiling techniques. Third, based on the lessons learned, we discuss strengths and weaknesses of our approach and give remarks for analyzing other OS subsystems apart from the scheduler.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the simulation-based approach for kernel tracing and profiling, whereas Sect. 3 describes the setup of our exemplary case study. In Sect. 4, we report, as part of the case study, the measurements of the synchronization overhead for different scheduler configurations and evaluate our tracing method. Based on the latter, we compile a catalogue of aspects to consider when using our simulationbased approach in Sect. 5. Finally, we discuss related work in Sect. 6, before Sect. 7 concludes our findings.
SIMULATION-BASED TRACING
In order to accurately analyze an operating system in detail and timing accurately, we build on the gem5 simulator [6] . The gem5 simulator is a well known tool in architecture research. It allows the simulation of complete systems including, for example, the pipeline stages of a CPU, caches, and various memory architectures. The gem5 simulator has two execution modes: system call emulation mode and full system mode. In the former, gem5 executes only application code emulating the OS and system calls; the latter, in contrast, simulates the complete system, hence allowing to run system software or an OS on bare metal. The gem5 simulator can simulate several CPU architectures including Alpha, ARM, SPARC, and x86.
Compared to in-system tracers such as ftrace [12] , a simulation-based approach avoids any bias introduced by the tracing routines and allows the tracking of all functions, including the ones of the scheduler. The drawback, however, is that the simulator has no information about the code relations inside the software that the simulated hardware executes. Nevertheless, it is possible to determine the position of the program counter at every clock cycle and, thus, the current state of the execution. With a set of debug symbols, gem5 can then determine which function is currently executed by each simulated core. In contrast to ftrace, there is no direct access to a function's call stack as its position is specific to the executed system software. However, knowing the taken code path is crucial to understand and analyze the behavior of the system. In order to understand the reasons of a bottleneck caused by resource contention (e.g., a spinlock), it is necessary to find out which subsystem is currently holding the resource and which other subsystems want to acquire it.
As the flat call trace produced by gem5 includes every function beginning with system start, it is, thus, possible to reconstruct the entire call graph. We created a tool to automate the reconstruction and collect statistical information for profiling as well. In particular, we count how often and from wich other function a function is called and record the average and overall runtime spent to execute it. Based on the runtimes, a color coded representation of the call graph is generated using the DOT graph description language [11] to facilitate an easy exchange with further visualization and processing tools. As call graphs can reach enormous extents, it is possible to specify regions (i.e., functions) of interest.
SCHEDULING ANALYSIS
The process scheduler is a crucial OS subsystem that cannot accurately be profiled by conventional means (i.e., insystem approaches) as tracing its functions skews the results. Therefore, it is well suited as case study for simulation-based tracing. For this case study, we are interested in quantifying the synchronization overhead caused by a varying number of cores accessing the same runqueue. The exact quantification of this overhead is highly relevant when researching hybrid scheduling architectures that lay between centralized and decentralized strategies. For implementing the scheduling strategies to be analyzed, we build on the Component-Based Scheduling (CoBaS) framework [7] that enables developers to easily design, integrate, and test custom schedulers in the Linux or FreeBSD kernel. In CoBaS, custom schedulers are built from prefabricated components, each of which fulfills a very specific function such as manipulating the task order, storing meta-data, or distributing and balancing the load. Data updates such as a changed task priority or a new load value are shared between components using a publish/subscribe mechanism. Besides leveraging existing components, developers are free to create and add own components.
Using the CoBaS framework, we created an implementation of a hybrid scheduler. We combine a simple loadbalancing component with a round-robin scheduling strategy on each core. The basic structure is illustrated in Figure 1 . The number of ingoing queues can be varied between 1 and c, where c is the number of system cores. Cores are assigned to ingoing queues q by the equation q = ci mod qmax, where ci is the i th system core and qmax the number of scheduler queues in the particular configuration. Furthermore, the ingoing queues have a configurable delay in order to simulate more complex scheduling algorithms.
EVALUATION
For the evaluation, we used the gem5 simulator with commit number 84f138b. The simulation is based on the simple CPU model for x86 64 with the fast compile optimization and enabled function call tracing. The simulated CPU has a clock frequency of 2 GHz and the simulation executes with 10 12 ticks per second. The gem5 simulator boots a Linux image with embedded initramfs and without mass storage. Furthermore, a Linux kernel v4.4 is used with the CoBaS framework installed as main scheduling facility. As userland, we use a BusyBox [1] version 1.25.0 from initramfs. To stress the scheduler subsystem, we run the hackbench benchmark [2] . Please note that the benchmark is only used to generate a significant amount of stress for the scheduler and not to evaluate it. The hackbench benchmark starts 100 groups of threads each consisting of 20 sending and 20 receiving threads, thus having 4000 threads in total. The benchmark is instantly started by BusyBox after boot.
Call Graph
The raw tracing data of all simulated cores generated by the gem5 simulator is processed by recreating the call stacks and then refined to a call graph. Figure 2 depicts the call graph of the analyzed scheduler as an example. Each node represents a kernel function and gives information about that function. This includes how often each function was invoked, the total time spent in that function, and the average time spent in the function. The execution time also includes the time spent in sub-functions. All times are reported in simulator ticks. The graph edges represent function calls and are also annotated with statistics, namely the number of times the function call was executed, the time the called function or function sub-tree took to finish, and the average of that time in relation to the number of calls. Note that the number of calls might be different from the number of function invocations, as the function might also be called from another part of the system that was excluded from the created graph. The difference between the execution time of a function and all of its outgoing calls is the time spent in the function itself. This way of illustration makes it easier to identify critical code paths. In order to create the call graph, the developer can specify initial functions to be analyzed. In the example, the activate_task and __schedule functions are selected. Furthermore, several functions can be specified that are excluded from the output for better comprehensibility. In this graph, the lock function is excluded as it is invoked by several of the observed functions. In relation to the chosen initial functions, each function is color coded. This means that the sum of the execution times of the initial functions are put into relation to every other called function. By doing so, critical code paths that might well become subject to further optimizations are easily identifiable, e.g., in Figure 2 : Figure 3 depicts the measured execution times acquired by simulation-based profiling. Each row shows the results for one machine configuration. We evaluated machines with 16 (top) and 64 (bottom) cores. Two kernel functions were considered: activate_task and __schedule. These two functions are involved in the main scheduling as they add or remove tasks to or from the runqueues. Furthermore, we evaluated four complexities for updating the runqueues, which is emulated by an additional overhead. The first scenario introduces no additional overhead, the second introduces an overhead of 1.25 μs or 2,500 CPU clock cycles, the third 2.5 μs or 5,000 CPU clock cycles, and the fourth 5 μs or 10,000 CPU clock cycles. The number of runqueues varied between 1 and the number of cores available in the configuration of the respective machine.
Profiling Statistics
With the high degree of accuracy possible due to our approach, several insights can be observed. For the 16 core scenario, the performance degradation from a complete decentralized scheduling ranges from 3.8% and 5,5% for the activate_task and __schedule function respectively without additional overhead to 240% and 319% with 5 μs overhead. In order to understand these results, the numbers have to be put into relation to the context of the whole system as the scheduler usually accounts only for a small fraction of the total execution time. __schedule functions, it presents the 95% confidence interval computed using Student's t-distribution. The confidence intervals are also depicted in Figure 3 for all experiments. However, as they are very narrow, they are hard to illustrate together with the mean values. The number of samples in Table 1 represents the total number of invocation of the analyzed functions. Besides the function specific numbers, the total runtime of the system and the time spent in the two analyzed scheduler functions in total is recorded. The total CPU time is the total computation time of the whole experiment. That means the real runtime was multiplied by the number of cores to compute the total computation time. This is necessary as all observed functions can be executed concurrently or are delayed because of mutual exclusion.
Real System
In order to validate that the simulator results are sound and to compare it to the simulation based tracing, we repeated the experiment on a real multi-core machine. In particular, this illustrates the huge influence of in-system tracing on the measured results. As physical evaluation system, we used a four socket AMD Opteron 6386 SE machine with 64 cores in total. The clock frequency was 2800 MHz and the machine had 128 GB of memory. As userland, we used a Gentoo Linux. The rest of the experimental setup was identical to the experiments with the gem5 simulator. To trace the scheduler on the real system, we used ftrace. Unfortunately, ftrace is not able to monitor every kernel function. In particular, this is the case for the __schedule function. Hence, we can only report measurements for the activate_task function that are shown in Figure 4 . Contrary to the simulation, the evaluated runqueue overhead is given in work cycles rather than the exact number of seconds or CPU clock cycles. This is necessary as we used the same delay loop for the overhead simulation but were not able to identify the exact timing behavior of the loop in terms of clock cycles of the real CPU. In general, the results confirm the findings of the simulation (as presented in Figure 3c and 3d). However, from a quantitative point of view, the difference between the four scenarios is not as pronounced as it is in the simulation. In fact, it is even tempting to neglect the differences. The main reason for this result is the additional overhead introduced by ftrace. The comparison of the runtime values shows that executing the function on the real machine is more than twice as slow as in the simulation although our evaluation system has a 40% higher clock rate. This strong bias makes it hard to differentiate between the scheduler's runtime and the overhead of in-system tracing.
Another issue of ftrace is the amount of data that can be acquired. Tracing kernel functions generates a data trace that either has to fit in memory or needs to be written to disk from time to time. As the tracing data on a system with many cores is generated much faster than it can be written to disk, either the simulation time is limited or data is lost. Thus, we had to restrict the overall runtime of the benchmark to less than a second. Otherwise, data would be lost leading to incomplete traces.
DISCUSSION
The case study leveraged simulation-based tracing to analyze the behavior and performance of various process scheduler configurations. Since the gem5 simulator can execute arbitrary code on the simulated machine, the presented tracing approach is not limited to the scheduler subsystem, a specific OS, or a certain kind of software. However, several aspects need to be considered first before universally employing simulation-based tracing and profiling:
• If an adequate in-system tracing facility (e.g., ftrace) is available that suits your needs, then use it as it saves you much time and effort. In particular, this is true for nearly all application software.
• Obtained "measurements" from simulation-based tracing are only as accurate as the simulator, or more precisely, as the hardware model the simulator executes. Hence, results may still be skewed.
• The simulation-based tracing approach is well suited to analyze timing-sensitive functions. Interrupt handlers are usually very timing sensitive, but also often related to a specific hardware component. Thus, gem5 requires a corresponding hardware model which multiplies the development effort, if this model needs to be created, tested, and validated first.
• Depending on size and accuracy of the simulated machine, a simulation run takes several orders of magnitudes longer than executing and tracing the software on the real machine.
• Both call graph and profiling statistics are computed from recorded trace data. Depending on the simulation runtime and the number of cores, this task can be highly memory intensive as every single function call is considered and put into relation during processing.
Finally, if the considerations above are not too restrictive for the intended application case, then simulation-based tracing and profiling is a valuable tool. In particular, it enables developers to test and analyze their software on virtually any hardware platform that can be simulated. This ranges from machine configurations too expensive to afford over hardware features of next generation CPUs up to envisioned many-core systems with tens of thousands of cores.
RELATED WORK
One of the most commonly used tools for kernel tracing in the Linux environment is ftrace [12] . The shortcomings of ftrace compared to our approach were already described in Sect. 4.3. A profiling tool that can be used in kernel space as well as user space is perf [4]. It allows tracing based on configurable events in the kernel. However, previous research indicates a non-negligible overhead introduced by perf [13, 14] which produces a bias similar to ftrace. Another tracing tool supported by the Linux kernel is the extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF) [8] . Basically, it has similar goals as perf, but in addition, it allows to run custom code on certain kernel events. Therefore, the tracking is much more sophisticated. Two more invasive tracking facilities are SystemTap [5, 10] and LTTng [3, 9] . Both approaches allow to trace a broad variety of system events. However, they are both invasive in a way that the kernel needs to be patched. Even though LTTng claims to introduce only minimal overhead, it still might influence the measurements by the side effects caused by this overhead.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel technique for a detailed analysis of operating systems. Our approach does not influence the analyzed system parts and allows a more detailed and accurate analysis of the operating system code than in-system tracing. We have applied this technique to the process scheduler of the Linux kernel, which gets called frequently and is highly timing sensitive. We have shown that the exact analysis allows a better understanding of the system than the in-system approach.
For future work, we plan to integrate the technique into a complete interactive tool set. Currently, our technique is implemented as command line based application. The developer has to specify the information he or she intends to gather via command line. With an interactive environment, the exploration of the code and the discovery of potential bottlenecks would become significantly easier. Furthermore, we plan to include more metrics like, e.g., cache behavior to our analysis to obtain an even more complete view on the examined code properties.
